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What Institutions of Different Types Have to Learn From Each Other



Session Learning Outcomes
● Exchange and document replicable approaches to overcoming the challenges of scaling COIL
● Learn methods for overcoming unique challenges from the perspectives of diverse colleges and 

universities
● Articulate some advantages for faculty and students when implementing COIL toward career readiness
● Discuss the institutional advantages for implementing and rapidly scaling COIL at the college/university 

level



Introductions and Agenda 

Introductions (5 min)

Challenges/Solutions from presenters (15-20 min)

Jigsaw Activity (your challenges) (20 min)

Sharing (10-15 min)

 



LaTanya Kurney, Alamo Colleges District, USA

Three top challenges and solutions discovered when moving from a pandemic 
to post-pandemic stance on COIL leadership in their institution

Institution-level Incentivization03
Multi-level presentation to senior leadership for 

creative funding

Student Participation02
Work with faculty to provide more information 

and  orientation for students

Faculty Retention01
Narrow focus to one college and one 

department/program, i.e. Palo Alto College, 

Honors Program



Dr. Stephanie Doscher, Florida International University, USA

Three top challenges and solutions discovered when moving from a pandemic 
to post-pandemic stance on COIL leadership in their institution

Records Keeping03
Create COIL dashboard; tie data collection 

timeline/process to Call for Participation, COIL in 

catalogue, and COIL Affiliated Faculty Program

Faculty Retention02
Add COIL to the tenure & promotion CMS; create 

a COIL Affiliated Faculty Program

COIL Design Workshop01
Make one! Offer it for free to FIU faculty and 

partners, offer it in English/Spanish for 

affordable fee to others



Dr. Mariam Raza, Conestoga College, Canada

Three top challenges and solutions discovered when moving from a pandemic 
to post-pandemic stance on COIL leadership in their institution

Very Small Partner Network03 Connect, Connect, Connect

Leadership Buy-In02 Research, data, execution plan, sales pitch

No Historical Structure01 Research, Outreach, Networking, Use Examples, 

Write a dissertation or find someone who has :)



Jigsaw
What are the top three challenges your type of institution faces implementing and scaling COIL VE 
post-pandemic?

1. What are the top three common challenges faced by different institution types as they implement and 
scale COIL VE post-pandemic? 

2. How can your own lessons and experiences help those at other institutions address challenges?
3. What is the biggest “Aha!” moment that arose from your mixed group discussion of solutions to COIL VE 

scaling challenges?
4. What is at least one practical take away from a different type of institution that you can apply at your own? 



Sharing 
What was the “AHA!” moment in your group discussion?



Thank you!
LaTanya Kurney - lwoods29@alamo.edu

Dr. Stephanie Doscher - sdoscher@fiu.edu

Dr. Mariam Raza - mraza1@conestogac.on.ca
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